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The GPGPU Trend

Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) have been used for non-graphics 
computation for several years

This is called :General-Purpose computation on GPUs (GPGPU)

GPGPU applications can be found in:
•Physics simulation
•Signal processing 
•Computational geometry 
•Database management 
•Computational biology 
•Computational finance
•Computer vision

•.....
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Programming Model:
A Highly Multithreaded Coprocessor

The GPU is viewed as a compute device that:
Is a coprocessor to the CPU or host

Has its own DRAM (device memory)

Runs many threads in parallel

Data-parallel portions of an application are executed 
on the device as kernels which run in parallel on 
many threads

Differences between GPU and CPU threads 
GPU threads are extremely lightweight

Very little creation overhead

GPU needs 1000s of threads for full efficiency
Multi-core CPU needs only a few
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Why Use the GPU?

The GPU has evolved into a very flexible and powerful processor:
It’s programmable using high-level languages
It supports 32-bit floating point IEEE-754 precision 
It offers lots of GFLOPS:

GPU in every PC and workstation

G
FL

O
PS

G80GL = Quadro FX 5600 G80 = 

GeForce 8800 GTX G71 = 

GeForce 7900 GTX G70 = 

GeForce 7800 GTX

NV40 = GeForce 6800 Ultra NV35 

= GeForce FX 5950 Ultra NV30 = 

GeForce FX 5800
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What is behind such an Evolution?

The GPU is specialized for compute-intensive, highly parallel 
computation (exactly what graphics rendering is about)

So, more transistors can be devoted to data processing rather than data 
caching and flow control

The fast-growing video game industry exerts strong economic pressure to develop GPUs

DRAM

Control ALU ALUControl

ALU ALUALU ALU

CacheCacheCacheCache

DRAM

GPUCPU

all do same instruction

all do same instruction

SM
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What is the GPU Good at?

The GPU is good at

data-parallel processing
The same computation executed on many data 
elements in parallel

with high arithmetic intensity
Many calculations per memory access

Same computation means lower requirement for 
sophisticated flow control

High arithmetic intensity and many data elements 
mean that memory access latency can be hidden 
with calculations instead of big data caches
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Hardware view

At the top-level, a PCIe graphics card with a many-core GPU 
and high-speed graphics “device” memory sits inside a 
standard PC/server with one or two multicore CPUs:

DDR3 GDDR3/5

motherboard graphics card

    ~100-400      GB/sec~10-100   GB/sec ~10 GB/sec

PCIe

Cache

~10-100 GB ~1-10 GB
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Hardware view

There are multiple products in current Fermi generation

Consumer graphics cards:
•GeForce GTX560 Ti: 384 cores, 1/2GB (£190/220)
•GeForce GTX570: 480 cores, 1.28GB (£270)
•GeForce GTX580: 512 cores, 1.5GB (£400)
•GeForce GTX590: 2 × 512 cores, 3GB (£580)

HPC cards (no graphics output):
•Tesla M2050/M2070: 448 cores, 3/6GB 
•Tesla M2075/M2090: 512 cores, 3/6GB

New Kepler generation GPUs out this year.
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Hardware view

basic building block is a “Streaming Multiprocessor” (SM) with:
32 cores, each with 1024 registers (CPUs ~ 10) - affords up to 48 threads per core (CPUs ~ 1)

64KB of shared memory / L1 cache (split 48/16 or 16/48, controlled by user)
8KB cache for constants held in device memory

different chips have different numbers of these SMs:

product SMs bandwidth memory
GTX 560 14 130 GB/s 1/2 GB
GTX 580 16 190 GB/s 1.5 GB

M2050/2070 14 140 GB/s 3/6 GB

SMSMSMSMSM SM SM SM

SMSMSMSMSM SM SM SMBRUTUS
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TESLA FERMI (Brutus)

PCIe

SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM
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SM – Fermi

SFU 
= 

Special Function Unit

LD/ST
= 

Load/Store  Data
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Shared Memory

Parallel execution through 

Shared Memory

Shared
Memory

Thread
Execution
Manager

ALU

Control

ALU

Control

ALU

Control

ALU

DRAM

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

Shared
Data

Pn’=P1+P2+P3+P4

Pn’=P1+P2+P3+P4

Pn’=P1+P2+P3+P4

Bring the data closer to the ALU

•Stage computation through the 

shared memory

•Minimize trips to external memory 

•Share values to minimize overfetch 

and computation

•Increases arithmetic intensity by 

keeping data close to the processors

Addresses a fundamental problem of 

stream computing
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Enter CUDA!

Compute Unified Device 
Architecture: a new hardware 
and software architecture for 
issuing and managing 
computations on the GPU

Available for GeForce 8800 
Series, Quadro FX 5600/4600 
and beyond

No need to go through a 
graphics API

Dedicated features for general 
computing

GPU

CPU

CUDA Runtime

CUDA Libraries
(FFT, BLAS)

CUDA Driver

Application
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CUDA Highlights:
Scatter

CUDA provides generic DRAM memory addressing
Gather:

And scatter:

More programming flexibility

DRAM

ALU
Control

Cache
ALU ALU ...

d0 d1 d2 d3

ALU
Control

Cache
ALU ALU ...

d4 d5 d6 d7

…

…

DRAM

ALU
Control

Cache
ALU ALU ...

d0 d1 d2 d3

ALU
Control

Cache
ALU ALU ...

d4 d5 d6 d7

…

…

NOT POSSIBLE WITH LEGACY GPGPU
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CUDA Highlights:
On-Chip Shared Memory

CUDA enables access to an On-Chip Shared 
Memory for efficient inter-thread data sharing

Big memory bandwidth saving

DRAM

ALU

Shared
memory

Control

Cache
ALU ALU ...

d0 d1 d2 d3

d0 d1 d2 d3

ALU

Shared
memory

Control

Cache
ALU ALU ...

d4 d5 d6 d7

d4 d5 d6 d7

…

…
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CUDA Highlights:
Easy and Lightweight

The API is an extension to the C programming 
language

Low learning curve

The hardware is designed for lightweight runtime 
and driver

High performance
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CUDA

CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) is NVIDIA’s proprietary 
program development environment:

•based on C with some extensions 

•extensive C++ support
•FORTRAN support provided by PGI compiler 
•lots of example code and good documentation
•large user community on NVIDIA forums
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CUDA Components

Installing CUDA on a system - 3 components: 

1.DRIVER
•low-level software that controls the graphics card

2.TOOLKIT
•nvcc CUDA compiler 

•profiling and debugging tools 

•various libraries

3.SDK
•lots of demonstration examples 

•some error-checking utilities
•not officially supported by NVIDIA 
•almost no documentation
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CUDA programming

A CUDA program has two pieces:
•host code on the CPU which interfaces to the GPU
•kernel code which runs on the GPU

At the host level, there is a choice of 2 APIs (Application 
Programming Interfaces):

•runtime
•simpler, more convenient

•driver
•much more verbose, more flexible, closer to OpenCL
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DATA STREAMS and KERNELS

• STREAMS
Collection of records requiring similar computation 

Vertex positions, Voxels, FEM cells, etc.

Provide data parallelism

• KERNELS
Functions applied to each element in stream

transforms, PDE, …

No dependencies between stream elements

Encourage high Arithmetic Intensity
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CUDA programming

At the host code level, there are library routines for:

•memory allocation on graphics card
•data transfer to/from device memory 

•constants
•texture arrays (useful for lookup tables) 
•ordinary data

•error-checking
•timing

There is also a special syntax for launching multiple instances 
of the kernel process on the GPU.
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Syntax for launching multiple instances 

In its simplest form it looks like:

kernel_routine<<<gridDim, blockDim>>>(args);

•gridDim is the number of instances of the kernel (the “grid” 
size)

•blockDim is the number of threads within each instance (the 
“block” size)

•args is a limited number of arguments, usually mainly pointers 
to arrays in graphics memory, and some constants which get 
copied by value

The more general form allows gridDim and blockDim to be 2D or 
3D to simplify application programs
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CUDA programming

At the lower level, when one instance of the kernel is started on a SM 

it is executed by a number of threads, each of which knows about:

•some variables passed as arguments
•pointers to arrays in device memory (also arguments) 
•global constants in device memory
•shared memory and private registers/local variables 
•some special variables:

•gridDim size (or dimensions) of grid of blocks
•blockIdx index (or 2D/3D indices)of block 
•blockDim size (or dimensions) of each block 
•threadIdx index (or 2D/3D indices) of thread
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CUDA programming

Kernel code looks fairly normal once you get used to two things:
•code is written from the point of view of a single thread 

•quite different to OpenMP multithreading
•similar to MPI, where you use the MPI “rank” to identify the MPI process
•all local variables are private to that thread

•need to think about where each variable lives
•any operation involving data in the device memory forces its transfer to/from registers 
in the GPU

•often better to copy the value into a local register variable
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Compiling CUDA Code

•Done with the nvcc compiler

•nvcc invokes different tools at different stages

•Workflow:

•Device code is separated from host code 

•Device code compiled into binary (cubin object)

•Host compiler (gcc) is invoked on host code 

•The two are linked 
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Software view

At the top level, we have a master process which runs on the 
CPU and performs the following steps:

1. initialises card
2. allocates memory in host and on device
3. copies data from host to device memory
4. launches multiple instances of execution “kernel” on device
5. copies data from device memory to host
6. repeats 3-5 as needed
7. de-allocates all memory and terminates
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Software view

At a lower level, within the GPU:
•each instance of the execution kernel executes on an SM

•if the number of instances exceeds the number of SMs, then 
more than one will run at a time on each SM if there are 
enough registers and shared memory, and the others will wait 
in a queue and execute later

•all threads within one instance can access local shared 
memory but can’t see what the other instances are doing 
(even if they are on the same SM)

•no guarantees on the order in which the instances execute
 (The GigaThread engine controls the scheduling on the whole GPU + warp 
schedulers act on each SM)
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GPU Multithreading

•For each thread, one operation completes long before the next starts
•Cheaper to execute an instruction than prepare it to execute
•Avoids the complexity of pipeline overlaps (in CPUs) which can limit 
the performance of modern processors

•memory access from device/GPU memory has a delay of 400-600 
cycles; with 40 threads this is equivalent to 10-15 operations, so 
hopefully there’s enough computation to hide the latency.

Multithreading

for each thread, one operation completes long before
the next starts – avoids the complexity of pipeline
overlaps which can limit the performance of modern
processors

!

time1 2 3 4 5!

!
!

1 2 3 4 5!

!
!

1 2 3 4 5!

!
!

memory access from device memory has a delay of
400-600 cycles; with 40 threads this is equivalent to
10-15 operations, so hopefully there’s enough
computaton to hide the latency

Lecture 1 – p. 9
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GPU Multithreading

Key hardware feature: the cores in a SM are SIMT 
(Single Instruction Multiple Threads) cores:

•all cores execute the same instructions simultaneously, but with different data

•similar to vector computing on old CRAY supercomputers  
•natural for graphics processing and possible for scientific computing
•SIMT is also a natural choice for many-core chips to simplify each core
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GPU Multithreading

Lots of active threads is the key to high performance: 

•no “context switching”; each thread has its own registers, 
which limits the number of active threads

•threads on each SM execute in groups of 32 called “warps” – 
execution alternates between “active” warps, with warps 
becoming temporarily “inactive” when waiting for data
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ptg

BOOK
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NVIDIA DEVICE DRIVER

NVIDIA provides system software that allows your programs to communicate with the 
CUDA-enabled hardware. If you have installed your NVIDIA GPU properly, you likely 
already have this software installed on your machine. 

Visit  www.nvidia.com/cuda and click the Download Drivers link. 

Select the options that match the graphics card and operating system on which you plan 
to do development.

After following the installation instructions for the platform of your choice, your system 
will be up-to-date with the latest NVIDIA system software.
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A first Program
ptg

INTRODUCTION TO CUDA C

!!

host
device

#include "../common/book.h"

int main( void ) {

    printf( "Hello, World!\n" );

    return 0; 

}

-

 

The simplicity of this example stems from the fact that it runs entirely on the host. 

We refer to the CPU and the system’s memory as the host and refer to the GPU and 
its memory as the device. This example resembles almost all the code you have ever 
written because it simply ignores any computing devices outside the host.
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A Kernel Call

ptg

!"

host

host
device

device
kernel

A KERNEL CALL

#include <iostream>

__global__ void kernel( void ) { 

}

int main( void ) {

    kernel<<<1,1>>>();

    printf( "Hello, World!\n" );

    return 0; 

}

kernel() __global__

<<<1,1>>>

gcc

 

ptg

!"

host

host
device

device
kernel

A KERNEL CALL

#include <iostream>

__global__ void kernel( void ) { 

}

int main( void ) {

    kernel<<<1,1>>>();

    printf( "Hello, World!\n" );

    return 0; 

}

kernel() __global__

<<<1,1>>>

gcc

 

Device Code

Host Code

call to device method from host
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Passing Parameters

ptg

!"

#include <iostream> 

#include "book.h"

__global__ void add( int a, int b, int *c ) {

    *c = a + b; 

}

int main( void ) {

    int c;

    int *dev_c;

    HANDLE_ERROR( cudaMalloc( (void**)&dev_c, sizeof(int) ) );

    add<<<1,1>>>( 2, 7, dev_c );

    HANDLE_ERROR( cudaMemcpy( &c, 

                              dev_c, 

                              sizeof(int), 

                              cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost ) );

    printf( "2 + 7 = %d\n", c );

    cudaFree( dev_c );

    return 0; 

}

 

A handful of new lines here, but these changes 
introduce only two concepts:
• We can pass parameters to a kernel as we 
would with any C function.
• We need to allocate memory on the device, so 
that it can for example return values to the host.

Much of the simplicity and power of CUDA C derives from the ability to blur the line 
between host and device code. However, it is the responsibility of the 
programmer not to dereference the pointer returned by cudaMalloc() 
from code that executes on the host. Host code may pass this pointer 
around, perform arithmetic on it, or even cast it to a different type. 
But you cannot use it to read or write from memory.
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Passing Parameters

Restrictions on the usage of device pointer:
•You can pass pointers allocated with cudaMalloc() to functions that execute on the device.
•You can use pointers allocated with cudaMalloc()to read or write memory from code that 
executes on the device.
•You can pass pointers allocated with cudaMalloc()to functions that execute on the host.
•You cannot use pointers allocated with cudaMalloc()to read or write memory from code that 
executes on the host.

We can’t use standard C’s free() function to release memory we’ve allocated with 
cudaMalloc(). 
To free memory we’ve allocated with cudaMalloc(), we need to use a call to cudaFree(), 
which behaves exactly like free() does.
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CUDA Parallel Programming

ptg

CUDA PARALLEL PROGRAMMING

!"

Figure 4.1 

CPU VECTOR SUMS

#include "../common/book.h"

#define N   10

void add( int *a, int *b, int *c ) {

    int tid = 0;    // this is CPU zero, so we start at zero

    while (tid < N) {

        c[tid] = a[tid] + b[tid];

        tid += 1;   // we have one CPU, so we increment by one

    }

}

int main( void ) {

    int a[N], b[N], c[N];

    // fill the arrays 'a' and 'b' on the CPU

    for (int i=0; i<N; i++) {

        a[i] = -i;

        b[i] = i * i;

    }

    add( a, b, c );

 

Example: Summing Two Vectors
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Summing Two Vectors – CPU Code

ptg

CUDA PARALLEL PROGRAMMING

!"

Figure 4.1 

CPU VECTOR SUMS

#include "../common/book.h"

#define N   10

void add( int *a, int *b, int *c ) {

    int tid = 0;    // this is CPU zero, so we start at zero

    while (tid < N) {

        c[tid] = a[tid] + b[tid];

        tid += 1;   // we have one CPU, so we increment by one

    }

}

int main( void ) {

    int a[N], b[N], c[N];

    // fill the arrays 'a' and 'b' on the CPU

    for (int i=0; i<N; i++) {

        a[i] = -i;

        b[i] = i * i;

    }

    add( a, b, c );

 

ptg

PARALLEL PROGRAMMING IN CUDA C

!"

    // display the results

    for (int i=0; i<N; i++) {

        printf( "%d + %d = %d\n", a[i], b[i], c[i] );

    }

    return 0; 

}

add()

void add( int *a, int *b, int *c ) {

    int tid = 0;    // this is CPU zero, so we start at zero

    while (tid < N) {

        c[tid] = a[tid] + b[tid];

        tid += 1;   // we have one CPU, so we increment by one

    }

}

while tid 0
N-1 a[] b[]

c[]

void add( int *a, int *b, int *c ) {

    for (i=0; i < N; i++) {

        c[i] = a[i] + b[i];

    }

}

tid = 0 tid = 1

 

ptg

PARALLEL PROGRAMMING IN CUDA C

!"

    // display the results

    for (int i=0; i<N; i++) {

        printf( "%d + %d = %d\n", a[i], b[i], c[i] );

    }

    return 0; 

}

add()

void add( int *a, int *b, int *c ) {

    int tid = 0;    // this is CPU zero, so we start at zero

    while (tid < N) {

        c[tid] = a[tid] + b[tid];

        tid += 1;   // we have one CPU, so we increment by one

    }

}

while tid 0
N-1 a[] b[]

c[]

void add( int *a, int *b, int *c ) {

    for (i=0; i < N; i++) {

        c[i] = a[i] + b[i];

    }

}

tid = 0 tid = 1

 

Our slightly more convoluted method was intended to suggest a potential 
way to parallelize the code on a system with multiple CPUs or CPU cores. 
For example, with a dual-core processor, one could change 
the increment to 2 and have one core initialize the loop 
with tid = 0 and another with tid = 1. The first core would 
add the even-indexed elements, and the second core 
would add the odd- indexed elements. 

ptg

CUDA PARALLEL PROGRAMMING

!"

CPU CORE 1 CPU CORE 2

void add( int *a, int *b, int *c ) 
{
    int tid = 0;
    while (tid < N) {
        c[tid] = a[tid] + b[tid];
        tid += 2;
    }
}

void add( int *a, int *b, int *c ) 
{
    int tid = 1;
    while (tid < N) {
        c[tid] = a[tid] + b[tid];
        tid += 2;
    }
}

add()
-

GPU VECTOR SUMS

add()

main()
main()

#include "../common/book.h"

#define N   10

int main( void ) {

    int a[N], b[N], c[N];

    int *dev_a, *dev_b, *dev_c;

    // allocate the memory on the GPU

    HANDLE_ERROR( cudaMalloc( (void**)&dev_a, N * sizeof(int) ) );

    HANDLE_ERROR( cudaMalloc( (void**)&dev_b, N * sizeof(int) ) );

    HANDLE_ERROR( cudaMalloc( (void**)&dev_c, N * sizeof(int) ) );

    // fill the arrays 'a' and 'b' on the CPU

    for (int i=0; i<N; i++) {

        a[i] = -i;

        b[i] = i * i;

    }

 

A much simpler code
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GPU Vector Sums
ptg

CUDA PARALLEL PROGRAMMING

!"

CPU CORE 1 CPU CORE 2

void add( int *a, int *b, int *c ) 
{
    int tid = 0;
    while (tid < N) {
        c[tid] = a[tid] + b[tid];
        tid += 2;
    }
}

void add( int *a, int *b, int *c ) 
{
    int tid = 1;
    while (tid < N) {
        c[tid] = a[tid] + b[tid];
        tid += 2;
    }
}

add()
-

GPU VECTOR SUMS

add()

main()
main()

#include "../common/book.h"

#define N   10

int main( void ) {

    int a[N], b[N], c[N];

    int *dev_a, *dev_b, *dev_c;

    // allocate the memory on the GPU

    HANDLE_ERROR( cudaMalloc( (void**)&dev_a, N * sizeof(int) ) );

    HANDLE_ERROR( cudaMalloc( (void**)&dev_b, N * sizeof(int) ) );

    HANDLE_ERROR( cudaMalloc( (void**)&dev_c, N * sizeof(int) ) );

    // fill the arrays 'a' and 'b' on the CPU

    for (int i=0; i<N; i++) {

        a[i] = -i;

        b[i] = i * i;

    }

 

ptg

PARALLEL PROGRAMMING IN CUDA C
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    // copy the arrays 'a' and 'b' to the GPU

    HANDLE_ERROR( cudaMemcpy( dev_a, a, N * sizeof(int),

                              cudaMemcpyHostToDevice ) );

    HANDLE_ERROR( cudaMemcpy( dev_b, b, N * sizeof(int),

                              cudaMemcpyHostToDevice ) );

    add<<<N,1>>>( dev_a, dev_b, dev_c );

    // copy the array 'c' back from the GPU to the CPU

    HANDLE_ERROR( cudaMemcpy( c, dev_c, N * sizeof(int),

                              cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost ) );

    // display the results

    for (int i=0; i<N; i++) {

        printf( "%d + %d = %d\n", a[i], b[i], c[i] );

    }

    // free the memory allocated on the GPU

    cudaFree( dev_a );

    cudaFree( dev_b );

    cudaFree( dev_c );

    return 0; 

}

cudaMalloc()
dev_a dev_b dev_c

cudaFree()

cudaMemcpy()
cudaMemcpyHostToDevice
cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost

add() main()

 

HOST Code

Allocate Arrays to the Device

Memory copy From Host to Device 
(Vectors to Add)

Memory copy From Device to Host
(Vector Sum)

Free Device Memory

Call to Device/GPU Kernel (see next slide)
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GPU Vector Sums
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CUDA PARALLEL PROGRAMMING
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need

a[] b[]

add()

__global__ void add( int *a, int *b, int *c ) {

    int tid = blockIdx.x;    // handle the data at this index

    if (tid < N)

        c[tid] = a[tid] + b[tid]; 

}

add()

add()
__global__

are -

        kernel<<<1,1>>>( param1, param2, … );

        add<<<N,1>>>( dev _ a, dev _ b, dev _ c );

 

A function called add() that executes on the device.
We accomplished this by taking C code and adding 
a __global__ qualifier to the function name.

add<<<N,1>>>( dev _ a, dev _ b, dev _ c );

Recall that we are launching the kernel with: 

#of parallel 
blocks # of threads/block

For example, if we launch with kernel<<<2,1>>>(), you can 
think of the runtime creating two copies of the kernel and 
running them in parallel. We call each of these parallel 
invocations a block. With kernel<<<256,1>>>(), you would 
get 256 blocks running on the GPU. Parallel programming 
has never been easier.

The GPU runs N copies of our kernel code, but how can we 
tell from within the code which block is currently running?

This is achieved by blockIdx.x

no need to define the variable blockIdx; this is one 
of the built-in variables that the CUDA runtime 
defines for us. It contains the value of the block 
index for whichever block is currently running the 
device code.
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GPU Vector Sums
When we launched the kernel, we specified N as the number of parallel blocks. We call the 
collection of parallel blocks a grid. This specifies to the runtime system that we want a 
one-dimensional grid of N blocks. These threads will have varying values for blockIdx.x, the 
first taking value 0 and the last taking value N-1. So, imagine 4 blocks, all running through 
the same copy of the device code but having different values for the variable blockIdx.x. 

This is what the actual code being executed in each of the 4 parallel blocks looks like after 
the runtime substitutes the appropriate block index for blockIdx.x:

ptg

CUDA PARALLEL PROGRAMMING

!"

N
grid

grid N

blockIdx.x N-1

blockIdx.x
-

blockIdx.x

BLOCK 1 BLOCK 2

__global__ void 

add( int *a, int *b, int *c ) {

    int tid = 0;

    if (tid < N)

        c[tid] = a[tid] + b[tid]; 

}

__global__ void 

add( int *a, int *b, int *c ) {

    int tid = 1;

    if (tid < N)

        c[tid] = a[tid] + b[tid]; 

}

BLOCK 3 BLOCK 4

__global__ void 

add( int *a, int *b, int *c ) {

    int tid = 2;

    if (tid < N)

        c[tid] = a[tid] + b[tid]; 

}

__global__ void 

add( int *a, int *b, int *c ) {

    int tid = 3;

    if (tid < N)

        c[tid] = a[tid] + b[tid]; 

}

N-1

tid 
N should N

 

If you recall the CPU-based example with which 
we began, you will recall that we needed to walk 
through indices from 0 to N-1 in order to sum the 
two vectors. Since the runtime system is already 
launching a kernel where each block will have 
one of these indices, nearly all of this work has 
already been done for us.
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Programming Model (SPMD + SIMD): 
Thread Batching

A kernel is executed as a 
grid of thread blocks

A thread block is a batch 
of threads that can 
cooperate with each 
other by:

Efficiently sharing data 
through shared memory

Synchronizing their 
execution

For hazard-free shared 
memory accesses

Two threads from two 
different blocks cannot 
cooperate

Host

Kernel 
1

Kernel 
2

Device

Grid 1

Block
(0, 0)

Block
(1, 0)

Block
(2, 0)

Block
(0, 1)

Block
(1, 1)

Block
(2, 1)

Grid 2

Block (1, 1)

Thread

(0, 1)

Thread

(1, 1)

Thread

(2, 1)

Thread

(3, 1)

Thread

(4, 1)

Thread

(0, 2)

Thread

(1, 2)

Thread

(2, 2)

Thread

(3, 2)

Thread

(4, 2)

Thread

(0, 0)

Thread

(1, 0)

Thread

(2, 0)

Thread

(3, 0)

Thread

(4, 0)
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Programming Model:
Thread IDs

Threads and blocks have IDs
So each thread can decide 
what data to work on

Block ID: 1D or 2D

Thread ID: 1D, 2D, or 3D 

Simplifies memory
addressing when processing
multidimensional data

Image processing

Solving PDEs on volumes

Device

Grid 1

Block
(0, 0)

Block
(1, 0)

Block
(2, 0)

Block
(0, 1)

Block
(1, 1)

Block
(2, 1)

Block (1, 1)

Thread

(0, 1)

Thread

(1, 1)

Thread

(2, 1)

Thread

(3, 1)

Thread

(4, 1)

Thread

(0, 2)

Thread

(1, 2)

Thread

(2, 2)

Thread

(3, 2)

Thread

(4, 2)

Thread

(0, 0)

Thread

(1, 0)

Thread

(2, 0)

Thread

(3, 0)

Thread

(4, 0)
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Programming Model:
Memory Spaces

Each thread can:
Read/write per-thread registers

Read/write per-thread local memory

Read/write per-block shared memory

Read/write per-grid global memory

Read only per-grid constant memory

Read only per-grid texture memory

Grid

Constant
Memory

Texture
Memory

Global
Memory

Block (0, 0)

Shared Memory

Local
Memory

Thread (0, 0)

Registers

Local
Memory

Thread (1, 0)

Registers

Block (1, 0)

Shared Memory

Local
Memory

Thread (0, 0)

Registers

Local
Memory

Thread (1, 0)

Registers

HostThe host can read/write 
global, constant, and 
texture memory (stored 
in DRAM)
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Programming Model:
Common Programming Pattern

Local and global memory reside in device memory 
(DRAM) - much slower access than shared memory

Uncached

So, a common way of scheduling some 
computation on the device is to block it up to take 
advantage of fast shared memory:

Partition the data set into data subsets that fit into shared 
memory

Handle each data subset with one thread block by:
Loading the subset from global memory to shared memory

Performing the computation on the subset from shared 
memory; each thread can efficiently multi-pass over any 
data element

Copying results from shared memory to global memory
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Hardware Implementation:
A Set of SIMD Multiprocessors

The device is a set of 
multiprocessors

Each multiprocessor is a 
set of 32-bit processors 
with a Single Instruction 
Multiple Data architecture

At each clock cycle, a 
multiprocessor executes 
the same instruction on a 
group of threads called a 
warp

The number of threads in 
a warp is the warp size

Device

Multiprocessor N

Multiprocessor 2

Multiprocessor 1

Instruction
Unit

Processor 1 …Processor 2 Processor M
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Hardware Implementation:
Memory Architecture

The local, global, constant, 
and texture spaces are 
regions of device memory

Each multiprocessor has:

A set of 32-bit registers per 
processor

On-chip shared memory

Where the shared memory 
space resides

A read-only constant cache

To speed up access to the 
constant memory space

A read-only texture cache

To speed up access to the 
texture memory space

Device

Multiprocessor N

Multiprocessor 2

Multiprocessor 1

Device memory

Shared Memory

Instruction
Unit

Processor 1

Registers

…Processor 2

Registers

Processor M

Registers

Constant
Cache

Texture
Cache
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Hardware Implementation:
Execution Model

Each thread block of a grid is split into warps (of 
consecutive thread IDs) that get executed by one 
multiprocessor

The device processes only one grid at a time

Each thread block is executed by only one 
multiprocessor

So that the shared memory space resides in the on-chip 
shared memory

Registers are allocated among the threads
A kernel that requires too many registers will fail to launch

A multiprocessor can execute several blocks 
concurrently

Shared memory and registers are allocated among the 
threads of all concurrent blocks

So, decreasing shared memory usage (per block) and 
register usage (per thread) increases number of blocks 
that can run concurrently
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A quick review

device = GPU = set of multiprocessors 

Multiprocessor = set of processors & shared 
memory

Kernel = GPU program

Grid = array of thread blocks that execute a kernel

Thread block = group of SIMD threads that execute 
a kernel and can communicate via shared memory

One threadRead/writeNoOff-chipLocal

All threads in a blockRead/writeN/AOn-chipShared

All threads + hostRead/writeNoOff-chipGlobal

All threads + hostReadYesOff-chipConstant

All threads + hostReadYesOff-chipTexture

WhoAccessCachedLocationMemory
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